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Head spinnin' like a helicopter
(Cause I cause I) Just got in trouble with a momster
I'mma I'mma I'mma need a story I can conjure
Not ok - Skylar Grey - I'mma need a doctor
Thought I could have a little fun
I was told there were many errands she would run
Couldn't have predicted that she only ran one
Now I gotta pay for all the damage that I've done! 

Remember yesterday when I did all my chores
And now you're like, "Matty be bored!"
Remember yesterday how I did all my chores
You've got me got me like this... UH! 
I need it 'cause I'm working on a brand new song
Just try to under... UGH! Come on! 
I need it 'cause I'm working on a brand new song
You've got me got me like this... UH! 

Girl you can have anything you wanna
Long as you don't away my iphone
Yeah I want you back
I want you back
Want want you want you back... UH! 
I goofed around thinkin' you'd be laugh
Now it aint so funny cause I just got grounded
I want you back, I want you back
Want want you want you back... UH

Sorry for the trouble I've caused
I'mma clean it all up all the way no problem
Momma I'mma sorry for the mess I made
Why don't you sit down for a moment I'll explain
Pretty sure I've learned my lesson
Never will I ever do wrong please listen
I was thinking maybe I should give you space to fume
I'mma take it back and just go sit up in my room

Remember yesterday when I did all my chores
And now you're like, "Matty be bored!"
Remember yesterday how I did all my chores
You've got me got me like this... UH! 
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I need it 'cause I'm working on a brand new song
Just try to under... UGH! Come on! 
I need it 'cause I'm working on a brand new song
You've got me got me like this... UH! 

Girl you can have anything you wanna
Long as you don't away my iphone
Yeah I want you back
I want you back
Want want you want you back... UH! 
I goofed around thinkin' you'd be laugh
Now it aint so funny cause I just got grounded
I want you back, I want you back
Want want you want you back... UH
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